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1Threshold-based monitoring of cascading outages with PMU measurements of area angle
Atena Darvishi Ian Dobson
Abstract—When power grids are heavily stressed with a bulk
power transfer, it is useful to have a fast indication of the
increased stress when multiple line outages occur. Reducing the
bulk power transfer when the outages are severe could forestall
further cascading of the outages. We show that synchrophasor
measurements of voltage angles at all the area tie lines can be used
to indicate the severity of multiple outages. These synchrophasor
measurements are readily combined into an “area angle” that
can quickly track the severity of multiple outages after they
occur. We present a procedure to define thresholds for the area
angle that relate to the maximum power that can be transferred
through the area until a line limit is reached. Then in real time we
would monitor the area angle and compare it to the thresholds
when line outages occur to determine the urgency (or not) of
actions to reduce the bulk transfer of power through the area.
The procedure also identifies exceptional cases in which separate
actions to resolve local power distribution problems are needed.
We illustrate the thresholds and monitoring with the area angle
across several states of Northwestern USA.
Index Terms—Phasor measurement units, power system anal-
ysis computing, wide area monitoring, smart grids.
I. INTRODUCTION
With increasing and variable demands placed on the power
transmission system, areas of the power grid are often stressed
by bulk transfers through the area. It is important to be able
to quickly monitor the additional stress caused by single and
multiple line outages so that appropriate remedial actions can
be taken. Especially in the case of multiple outages, a quick
response could prevent further cascading and a blackout. It
is well appreciated that major blackouts have occurred partly
due to a lack of situational awareness [1].
In general, synchrophasor technology makes possible fast
and accurate monitoring and control of power grids [2]. Syn-
chrophasors are becoming widespread and operation tools us-
ing synchrophasors for wide area monitoring can monitor and
manage system stresses to maintain reliability [3], [4], [5], [6].
Our method focusses on measuring stress across a particular
area of the power system using synchrophasor measurements
around the border of the area; that is, synchrophasor mea-
surements at all the tie lines of the area. These synchrophasor
measurements around the border of the area are combined into
a single angle across the area called the area angle. The area
angle obeys circuit laws and is derived from circuit theory in
[7], [8]. In this paper, we will show that the area angle tracks
bulk stress caused by line outages inside the area. We consider
the bulk stress to be determined by the maximum bulk transfer
through the area that satisfies the line limits inside the area.
The authors are with ECpE dept., Iowa State University, Ames IA USA;
dobson@iastate.edu. We gratefully acknowledge support in part from DOE
project “The future grid to enable sustainable energy systems,” an initiative
of PSERC, NSF grant CPS-1135825, and the access to the WECC data that
enabled this research. The analysis and conclusions are strictly those of the
authors and not of WECC.
Some previous works on monitoring power system stress
with phasor measurements have focused on the angle differ-
ence between two buses. Simulations of the grid conditions
before the August 2003 USA/Canada blackout show that in-
creasing large angle differences could be a blackout precursor
[9]. Simulations of the New England grid show that angle
differences can discriminate alert and emergency states [10].
A large angle difference between two buses does indicate, in
a general sense, a stressed power system, but it is difficult to
interpret changes in the angle difference or set thresholds.
The advantage of combining the synchrophasor measure-
ments around the border of an area into an area angle is that
one is then monitoring stress in that particular area. Then the
additional stress due to line outages inside the area can be
quickly monitored in real time just after the outages occur.
Furthermore, we will show that our formulation in terms of
area angle allows an emergency area angle threshold to be
determined based on the maximum power transfers through the
area. If the monitored area angle exceeds the emergency angle
threshold, the area bulk power transfer should be reduced.
Given suitable synchrophasor measurements available at a
control center [19], the calculation of area angle is quick and
easy so that the computations can be practical for large real
systems. We note that synchrophasor measurements around
the border of an area can be also advantageous for other
applications such as combining AC voltage measurements in
a transmission corridor to monitor voltage collapse [11] or
locating line outages in the area [12] or stress between areas
[13]. Also we used our method for monitoring single outages
[14]. In this paper we seek to monitor the bulk stress for
general line outages in the area that include multiple outages.
In somewhat related work by other authors, static feasi-
bility boundaries such as those associated with transmission
line limits can be determined from grid models with power
flows based on SCADA and state estimation. For example,
[15], [16], [17] compute minimum security margins under
operational uncertainty with respect to thermal overloads. Also
[18] provides a tool for computation of transfer capability
margins. Our work is different since we use synchrophasor
measurements to monitor in real time the stress with regard
to bulk power transfer through areas due to multiple outages
inside the area. Methods based on the state estimator produce
a much more detailed view of a representative power system
condition over the SCADA sampling period, and require some
computation time for actionable information. Our method
based on synchrophasors is approximate but faster, and will
work under multiple outage conditions in which the state
estimator may not readily converge.
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Fig. 1. Comparing power and angle in a simple example of 3 parallel lines.
II. MONITORING AND THRESHOLDS BASED ON ANGLES
A. Simple example
To motivate monitoring with angles, Fig. 1 shows a simple
example of three parallel, lossless lines connecting two buses
a and b. DC power flow is assumed and each line has the
same power flow limit. We consider three quantities: Pab is
the real power entering bus a and transmitted to bus b, Pmaxab is
maximum real power that could enter bus a as determined by
the line power flow limits, and θab is the voltage angle between
a and b. The superscripts (0), (1), and (2) stand for the base,
single line outage, and double line outage cases respectively
and we consider Pab, Pmaxab , and θab in each of these cases.
As shown in Fig. 1, the power Pab entering bus a remains
the same in all cases, while the angle θab between the buses
increases for the single outage and triples in the more severe
case of the double outage. The increment in the angle as the
outages become more severe is a good indicator of increased
stress in the system. That is, the increased stress due to the
line outages can be monitored with the angle θab, but not with
the power Pab.
The fact that θab is a good indicator of stress provides the
motivation to set a threshold on this quantity. To set a threshold
on θab that distinguishes outage severity, we first consider the
maximum power Pmaxab entering bus a. P
(0)max
ab in the base
case is three times the line limit and, as shown in Fig. 1,
Pmaxab decreases as the outages become more severe and the
stress increases. For example, for a single outage, P (1)maxab
is twice the line limit. Following the N-1 criteria, we may
consider that a single outage is the maximum stress level the
system can safely tolerate before a line limit is exceeded. This
stress level corresponds to P (1)maxab in the single contingency
case and to the value of θab in the single contingency case
when P (1)ab = P
(1)max
ab . That is, a threshold θ
threshold
ab for θab
is obtained as
θthresholdab =
x
2
P
(1)max
ab (1)
a2 
area 
area= 
  wa1a1+ wa2a2+ wa3a3
- wb4b4- wb5b5 
a1 a2 
b4 
a3 
b5 
Fig. 2. General area of power system and the area angle.
where x is the reactance of one of the lines.
We are interested in how Pmaxab changes as line outages
occur. Pmaxab cannot be measured directly (it is calculated by
increasing the power Pab from its current value until a line
limit is encountered). However, we can see from Fig. 1 that
Pmaxab is inversely proportional to θab, which can be monitored
and compared to its threshold θthresholdab .
If an outage or outages occur, θab increases from its base
case value and can be compared to the threshold θthresholdab .
θab ≤ θthresholdab indicates that line limits are satisfied after the
outage(s). That is, the outage(s) is less severe than the highest-
loaded case of a single outage satisfying the N-1 criterion,
but may well require corrective action to restore operating
margin. On the other hand, θab > θthresholdab indicates that
line limits are violated after the outage(s). These outage(s) are
more severe than the highest-loaded case of a single outage
satisfying the N-1 criterion, and require emergency action
reducing Pab to resolve the violated line limits.1
The overall strategy is to set thresholds based on the line
limits in terms of the economically significant maximum
power transfer through the area, and then convert the threshold
on the maximum power transfer to an equivalent threshold on
the angle between the buses. Then monitoring the angle and
comparing it to the angle threshold can detect what urgency
of action is needed to reduce the power transfer in order to
maintain security.
B. Generalization to an area of a power system
We generalize the simple example of Fig. 1 to the connected
area of a power system of Fig. 2. The area is primarily
transferring power from the buses in the north (marked a) to
the buses in the south (marked b). The a and b buses together
form a complete border of the area, so that removing the a
and b buses would entirely disconnect the area from the rest
of the power system. There is major generation north of the
1If there is a single outage, it is clear from (1) that θ(1)ab ≤ θthresholdab
implies line limits satisfied after the single outage and θ(1)ab > θ
threshold
ab
implies line limits violated after the single outage. If there is a double outage,
θ
(2)
ab ≤ θthresholdab = x2P
(1)max
ab = xP
(2)max
ab implies line limits satisfied
after the double outage and θ(2)ab > θ
threshold
ab implies line limits violated
after the double outage.
3area and major load south of the area and we are interested in
monitoring the area stress due to line outages inside the area.
The real power entering the area from the north is the sum
of the powers entering the a buses along the tie lines connected
to the a border buses. The angle difference θab between bus
a and bus b in the simple example of Fig. 1 generalizes to an
angle θarea across the area from the a buses to the b buses.
The area angle is a new concept derived from circuit theory
principles in [7]. Number the area border buses 1,2,...,m and
let the angles at these buses be θ1, θ2, ... , θm. Then the area
angle θarea is computed as a weighted combination of the
angles at border buses:
θarea =
m∑
j=1
wjθj (2)
As might be expected for an angle across an area, the weights
on the a buses are generally positive and the weights on
the b buses are generally negative. The angles at all the
a and b buses are obtained from the filtered quasi-steady
synchrophasor measurements described in [19] that indicate
the settled steady state measurement after the outage.
According to [7], the weights w are computed from the
formula
w = (w1, w2, ..., wm) =
σaBeq
barea
(3)
Here σa is the row vector of length m with ones at the
positions of the a buses and zeros at the positions of the b
buses. Beq is the equivalent susceptance matrix of the border
buses, which is calculated as the Kron reduction of the area
susceptance matrix to the border buses. barea = σaBeqσTa is
the bulk susceptance of the area. Overall, it can be seen that the
weights w can be obtained from the base case area topology
and a DC load flow model of the area. A recent base case
of the DC load flow model is generally available [19]. An
important detail is that we use the base case DC load flow to
compute the weights w, and do not attempt to immediately
update the DC load flow model based on the outage we are
trying to monitor [21].
We are interested to obtain area angle thresholds corre-
sponding to specific stress limits in the area and then observe
the changes in the area angle caused by different outages inside
the area in real time to be notified of different stress condition
in the area. To discover the alarm or emergency thresholds
based on the area angle, since we quantify stress in terms of the
maximum power that could enter the area, we first determine
thresholds of the maximum power that could enter the area
after the outages and then find out the corresponding area
angle thresholds. Then in real time, comparing the area angle
after outages with its thresholds notifies us of the different
stress severities of outages inside the area.
III. PROBLEM SET UP
A. Overview
The first step is to define the area of interest as explained in
section II-B, including the particular power transfer through
the area, and the border buses of the area at which syn-
chrophasor measurements should be made. The area angle is a
weighted combination of these synchrophasor measurements.
There is an offline calculation of actionable thresholds for
the area angle and offline identification of any local power
redistribution problems that are poorly detected by the bulk
area angle. There are a limited number of these local power
redistribution problems and they can be separately detected
and resolved as explained below.
To apply the area angle online, we monitor the area angle
computed from the measurements, and also monitor the local
power redistribution problems. If there is a change in the
area angle and a local power redistribution problem has not
occurred, this indicates a change in bulk stress with respect
to the transfer through the area and the line limits. The
area angle after the outage is compared to its precomputed
thresholds so that the appropriate action to reduce the power
transfer (emergency action, some action needed to restore full
security, no action required) can be chosen. The emergency
threshold distinguishes outages that require emergency action
from outages that require some action and the alarm threshold
distinguishes outages that require some action from outages
that require no action.
The procedures are summarized in the following steps:
1) Offline calculations to set thresholds and identify local
problems
a) For each single outage inside the area, after the outage,
calculate the maximum power that can enter the area
before the first line limit is encountered. The maximum
power that can enter the area for the worst case single
outage is the emergency threshold for the maximum
power entering the area. Also define the alarm threshold
on the maximum power entering the area.
b) Set the base case power entering the area to the emer-
gency threshold of the maximum power. Then for all
single outages inside the area, calculate the area angle
after the outage.
c) By finding outliers to the bulk relationship between the
area angle and the maximum power that can enter the
area, outages that cause local power redistribution prob-
lems can be identified, and these cases that are poorly
detected by the area angle are dealt with separately.
d) Convert the emergency and alarm thresholds of the
maximum power entering the area to the area angle
emergency and alarm thresholds using the bulk relation-
ship between the maximum power that can enter the area
and the area angle.
2) Online implementation
a) In the control center, compute the area angle from the
synchrophasor angles at the border of the area and
monitor the occurrence of any of the outages causing
local power redistribution problems.
b) If outages which are causing local power redistribution
problems have not occurred, then compare the area angle
to its thresholds to take no action or to take proper action
with the appropriate urgency.
c) If outages that cause local power redistribution problems
occur, then take the appropriate local action.
4We now discuss some of these steps in more detail.
B. Setting thresholds on maximum power and angle
Since the system is operated with respect to the N-1 criterion
for line limits, no single line outage will violate a line
limit in the base case. We want to quickly detect from the
measurements how the severity of the outages compares to
the worst case single outage. To do this, we set the threshold
on the maximum power entering the area to be the maximum
power entering the area satisfying the line limits when the
most severe single outage occurs. Equivalently, this threshold
is the minimum of the maximum power entering the area over
all single outages, since the most severe single outage restricts
the maximum power entering the area the most.
Now we convert the maximum power emergency threshold
into an area angle emergency threshold because we can
measure and monitor the area angle. The area angle emer-
gency threshold is the area angle under the worst case single
contingency when the power entering the area is equal to
the maximum power that could enter the area. This area
angle threshold is effective because, after the exceptional
cases related to local outages are excluded, the area angle
approximately increases as the maximum power that could
enter the area decreases. That is, if multiple outages occur
and the area angle after the outages is below its emergency
threshold, then the corresponding maximum power entering
the area is above its emergency threshold and the outages
are comparable in severity to a single outage that does not
violate line limits. After such outages, action may be needed to
restore the N-1 security, but no emergency action is required.
On the other hand, if the area angle after the outages exceeds
the emergency threshold, then the corresponding maximum
power entering the area is below its emergency threshold and
the outages are comparable in severity to a single outage that
violates line limits. After such outages, emergency action to
resolve the problem is appropriate.
It is also useful to set an area angle alarm threshold below
which no action is needed. This alarm threshold corresponds
to a suitably small decrease in the maximum power entering
the area from the base case maximum power entering the area.
There are many multiple outages that have little effect on the
system performance and if the area angle after these outages
is below the alarm threshold, then no action needs to be taken.
To summarize, if the area angle after the outage is less than
the alarm threshold, the area is safe and we do not need to take
any action. If it is between the alarm and the emergency thresh-
old, we need to take some moderate action. If it is more than
the emergency threshold, we need to take emergency action to
immediately reduce the bulk power transfer through the area.
C. Finding outages that cause local power redistribution
problems
It is approximately the case that the area angle gets larger
as the maximum power that could enter the area decreases.
This relationship describes a bulk property of the area. Plotting
this relationship between the maximum power that could enter
the area and the area angle can reveal and identify those
exceptional outages that are outliers that do not follow the bulk
relationship.2 The most common reason for these exceptional
line outages causing a local power redistribution problem is
proximity to large generation or load inside the area3 [14].
The exceptional outages and consequent potential overloads
are handled separately. For example, if the outage is near a
larger load inside the area, then we may redispatch the local
generation to serve that load. The mitigation or correction of
these exceptional outages can be local or by a more wide area
scheme, and can use SCADA or synchrophasor data, but in
any case, a signal is sent to the control center when one of the
exceptional outages occurs. Our experience so far is that there
are a limited number of these exceptional outages to resolve.
We illustrate the effect of large load or generation inside the
area in a simple example. Fig. 3 first shows the base case of a
three bus system with buses a and b as border buses and load
bus c inside the area, and then shows the effects of the outage
of line a-c and the outage of line a-b. The line limits are chosen
to satisfy the N-1 criterion in the base case and are specified
in Fig. 3. We calculate the area angle θarea = θa − θb and
a c b 
L=20  
Pinto=100  P=80  Pbc=20  
Pab=100  
Pmaxinto    =100  
 
θarea=3.3 
a c b 
L=20  
P=80  Pac=100  
Pmaxinto  =100 
 
θarea=6.5 
Pcb=80  Pinto=100  
a c b 
bac=40 
 
Pmaxac     =100 L=20  
Pinto=100  P=80  bcb=20 
 
Pmaxcb     =80 bab=30 
 
Pmaxab     =100 
Fig. 3. Simple example of a local power redistribution problem
the maximum power Pmaxinto that could enter bus a after each
outage based on the line limits. Fig. 3 shows that after the
outages of line a-c and of line a-b, while the maximum power
Pmaxinto that could enter bus a is the same, the area angle θarea
after these outages varies considerably. The outage of line a-c
is an exceptional outage in which load in bus c makes θarea
less than expected; some power will be redistributed from bus
b to bus c in the opposite direction of the bulk power transfer
between bus a and bus b.
There is a tradeoff between how closely the area angle tracks
the outage severity and the number of exceptional line outages
requiring special treatment. The outage severity tracking can
be relaxed by only requiring the correct classification of out-
ages by the thresholds. In this case the number of exceptional
2 Working with all the single outages in steps 1(a) and 1(b) of section III-A
identifies all of the outages causing local problems. Repeating 1(a) and 1(b)
for a random selection of double outages can further help to identify these
outages.
3 Some grid models combine together lines and generation, especially
at lower voltages, leading to lack of coordination between line limits and
between line limits and generation; these reduced models can contribute to
the exceptional cases. Also, the area can sometimes be adjusted to exclude
large generators or loads.
5line outages will be smaller and applying the monitoring will
be easier. A further reduction in the number of exceptional
line outages can be achieved if one requires classification of
outages only with respect to the emergency threshold.
Also it should be noted that once an outage of one of the
lines which cause local problems is detected, we can have
a estimate of the network situation, since we have observed
that they cause a similar effect when they combine with other
outages as when they occur singly, so studying the effect of the
exceptional line outages in the single outage case will be very
useful in the case of their combination with other outages.
D. Detail of formulation and calculations
This subsection gives the details of the formulation and
calculations of the maximum power that could enter the area
and the area angle. We use the following notation:
X generic variable
X(i) X evaluated for contingency number i.
Xkmax X evaluated at the maximum power injection
case obtained by applying power injection until
line k reaches its maximum power flow rating.
X(i)max X evaluated for the maximum power injection case
obtained under contingency number i
X limit operating limit established for X
To evaluate the maximum power that can enter the area it is
necessary to stress the area with additional power injections.
These additional power injections are made at each border bus
in proportion to the tie line flows entering or leaving that bus,
as described later in this subsection. To calculate the effect
of these power injections, we start with the simpler case of
injecting additional power at a particular northern border bus
r and removing the same amount of additional power from a
southern border bus s.
To calculate the maximum possible extra power injection
at the border buses that satisfies the line limit of all lines
after each contingency, we first calculate ∆P rs(i)kmax, the
maximum possible extra power injection at the border buses
satisfying only the line limit of line k:
∆P rs(i)kmax =
∆P
limit(i)
k
ρ
rs(i)
k
. (4)
∆P
limit(i)
k is the margin in line k after contingency i which is
the power in line k after the contingency i subtracted from the
line power limit of line k. ρrs(i)k is the generation shift factor
of line k with respect to the power injection in border buses
r and s, which can be calculated as
ρ
rs(i)
k = bk(e
T
u − eTv )(B(i))−1(er − es). (5)
Here B(i) is the susceptance matrix when line i is outaged,
er is the vector with 1 at entry r and all other entries zero, bk
is the susceptance of line k, and u and v are the sending and
receiving buses of line k.
Then ∆P rs(i)inj , the maximum possible extra power injection
at the buses r and s which satisfies all the line limits, is the
minimum value of all the injections corresponding to each of
the n lines inside the area:
∆P
rs(i)
inj = Min{∆P rs(i)1max, . . . ,∆P rs(i)nmax}. (6)
We add the extra injection in bus r from (6) to the base case
power Pintor entering bus r to calculate the maximum power
P
(i)max
intor that could enter bus r after contingency i:
P
(i)max
intor = Pintor + ∆P
rs(i)
inj . (7)
We expand this calculation from pair r and s to all the
border buses of sets a and b and calculate the maximum power
that could enter the area through the border buses a. In that
case the first term on the right hand side of (7) will change to
the power entering the area, which is the sum of the powers
entering border buses a. To find the second term that is the
extra injection considering buses a and b as border buses, we
first calculate the generation shift factor of line k with respect
to sets a and b and then update (4) and (6) accordingly.
We calculate the generation shift factor of line k with respect
to sets a and b in the following way. The change in power
flow of line k caused by proportional increases in injection in
border buses a and b is
ρ
ab(i)
k = bk(e
T
u − eTv )(B(i))−1(ea − eb). (8)
Here ea and eb have the entry αj in positions corresponding
to the sets a and b and the rest of the entries zero. The ratio
αj = Pintoj/Pintoa is obtained by dividing the power entering
or leaving border bus j by the total power entering or leaving
all border buses in a or in b.
To calculate the area angle θ(i)area corresponding to the
maximum power entering the area with the worst case outage
number i, the system is placed in the condition of limit of
the maximum power entering the area with outage i, line i is
outaged, and then the area angle is evaluated using (2) so that
θ(i)area =
m∑
j=1
wjθ
(i)
j . (9)
IV. CASE STUDY
We use an area of a 1553 bus reduced model of WECC
shown in Fig. 4 that covers roughly Washington and Oregon
states. The 7 north (and east) border buses are near the borders
of Canada-Washington, Washington-Montana, and Oregon-
Idaho, and the 5 south border buses are near the Oregon-
California border. There are 407 buses and 515 lines inside
this area. The bulk power transfer of interest is north to south.
The area angle is the following weighted combination of
the border bus angles:4
θarea = 0.223 θ1 + 0.006 θ2
+ 0.008 θ3 + 0.01 θ4 − 0.02 θ5 + 0.18 θ6 + 0.59 θ7
− 0.39 θ8 − 0.41 θ9 − 0.004 θ10 − 0.03 θ11 − 0.18 θ12
4The angle at border bus 5 has a negative weight due to incident lines
with negative susceptances arising from grid model reduction. In practice the
measurements with very small weights could be omitted.
6Boundary Buses  
with Weights 
8 
q1  22.3% 
q2   0.6% 
q3  0.8% 
q4  1% 
q5   2% 
q 6  18% 
q7  59% 
q1218% 
q10  0.4% 
q11 3% 
q9 41% 
q8  39% 
Fig. 4. Area of WECC system with area lines in black, north border buses
in red and south border buses in blue. Layout is not geographic.
In the following subsections, we do the offline calculation
for this area to find area angle thresholds and the lines which
cause local power redistribution problems. Then, to test how
it would perform when monitoring multiple outages online,
we use a random sample of triple outages to check that the
thresholds can discriminate outage severity.
A. Offline calculation to find thresholds and local power
redistribution problems
a) Finding emergency and alarm thresholds of maximum
power transfer: We take out all single lines inside the area
in turn and calculate the maximum power that could enter the
area for each. It should be noted that the maximum power
that could enter the area is related to the line limits and does
not depend on the base case load level. We order the outages
by decreasing amount of the maximum power transfer so that
the outages are ordered with increasing severity and show the
results in Fig. 5. Then it can be seen that the lowest value of
the maximum power transfer (the worst case single outage) is
near 35 pu and so we initially set the emergency maximum
power threshold to be 35 pu. However, in the case considered,
the worst case single outage turns out to be an exceptional
outage in step (c) below. Thus there arises a choice, after step
(c) in the detail of setting the emergency threshold of whether
the worst case outage should be the worst case outage over all
outages or the worst case over the non-exceptional outages.
Since we are looking for the thresholds with respect to bulk
power transfer, after step (c), we decide to set the emergency
threshold according to the worst case non-exceptional outage
and revise the emergency threshold for the maximum power
entering the threshold accordingly to 40 pu. Considering that
the maximum power transfer for the base case (no outage) is
62.5 pu, we set the alarm threshold on the maximum power
transfer to 60 pu. (The maximum power transfer decreases
more quickly below 60 pu so that those outages start to be
more severe.)
b) Calculate the area angle for outages: This calculation
is done with the bulk power transfer set to 35 pu (maximum
power transfer for the worse single outage). We find the area
angle after all single outage, and then order the outages ac-
cording to increasing severity. We also do the same calculation
for a random combination of double outages, since this can
help us to find the local problems more easily. Figs. 5 and
6 show the results ordered by outage severity for single and
double outages.
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Fig. 5. Area angle θ(i)area in degrees, and maximum power into the area in per
unit for all single outages inside the area. Horizontal axis is outage number.
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Fig. 6. Area angle θ(i)area in degrees, and maximum power into the area in
per unit for a random sample of double outages inside the area.
c) Finding the exceptional outages: As we can see in
Figs. 5 and 6, generally the area angle increases as the
maximum power that could enter the area decreases. But there
are some outliers that indicate exceptional outages that do
not follow this pattern whose severity is poorly indicated by
the area angle. These exceptional outages are associated with
local power redistribution problems and appear in the form of
individual points in the single outage case and as sets of points
in the double case (in the double outage case, the combination
7of each exceptional line outage with all the other line outages
makes a set of points). In the case studied, there are about 54
outlier lines out of 515 lines inside the area. Removing these
lines from Fig. 5 yields Fig. 7. Only about 30 of these 54
outliers are of concern in causing a local power redistribution
problem. Removing the 30 main outliers from Fig. 6 yields
Fig.8.
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Fig. 7. Area angle θ(i)area in degrees, and maximum power into the area in
per unit for all non-exceptional single outages inside the area. Horizontal line
is area angle alarm threshold. Horizontal axis is outage number.
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Fig. 8. Area angle θ(i)area in degrees, and maximum power into the area in
per unit for a random sample of non-exceptional double outages in the area.
Upper horizontal line is area angle emergency threshold and lower horizontal
line is area angle alarm threshold. Horizontal axis is outage number.
d) Convert the thresholds of the maximum power entering
the area to angle thresholds: We use Figs. 7 and 8 to convert
the maximum power emergency threshold of 40 pu to the
emergency area angle threshold of 63 degrees. For all the
severe double outages in Fig. 8 that reduce the maximum
power that could enter the area below 40 pu, the area angle is
above 63 degrees.
We can use either Fig. 7 or Fig. 8 to convert the alarm
power threshold of 60 pu to the area angle threshold of 56
degrees. For all the moderate severe outages that reduce the
maximum power transfer to between 40 and 60 pu, the area
angle is between 56 and 63 degrees.
B. Test for online implementation
For online monitoring, we would first check using SCADA
or synchrophasor data whether the line outage is one prede-
termined to cause a local problem. If the outage is an outage
causing local problems, this is resolved by local actions. If the
outage is not an outage causing local problems, we compute
the area angle from the synchrophasor measurements of angles
at the border buses after the outage and compare this area angle
to the area angle thresholds to determine if the outage is safe,
moderately severe, or severe.
To test the method, we randomly sampled triple outages
from all lines except the 30 lines that cause local problems
and computed the area angle and maximum power entering
the area after each of these triples outages. We ordered the
results and plotted them in Fig. 9. As can be seen in Fig. 9,
for the most severe triple outages (numbered from 310 to 350)
that reduce the maximum power coming to the area below 40
pu, the area angle is above the emergency threshold of 63
degrees and for all triple outages numbered from 100 to 310
which decrease the maximum power transfer from 60 pu to 40
pu, the area angle is between 56 and 63 degrees, and for the
rest of triple outages numbered less than 100 which decrease
the maximum power transfer only to 60 pu, the area angle is
below 56 degrees.
The emergency threshold is also effective for multiple
outages in discriminating emergency cases in which line
overloads are caused, since for all the multiple outages that are
above the emergency limit of 63 degrees the maximum power
that could enter to the area is below 35 pu, the maximum
power transfer for the worst case single outage over all single
outages. This implies that for all multiple outages above the
emergency limit some line limits are violated.
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Fig. 9. Area angle θ(i)area in degrees, and maximum power into the area in
per unit for a random sample of non-exceptional triple outages in the area.
8C. Trade off between classification accuracy and the number
of exceptional outages
Fig. 9 shows that area angle can track the severity and
can classify the outages into alarm and emergency cases with
30 exceptional line outages. But if one is less interested in
tracking severity and only interested in discriminating the
emergency outages, the number of exceptional outages can be
reduced to 15. Fig. 10 shows this more relaxed classification
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Fig. 10. Area angle θ(i)area in degrees, and maximum power into the area in
per unit for a random sample of triple outages in the area with 15 exceptional
outages excluded. Horizontal axis is outage number.
for triple outages. Fig. 10 preserves the emergency threshold,
but loses the exact track of the severity by the area angle and
the exact classification between the safe and moderate outages.
We need to monitor the 15 exceptional outages and resolve
them separately with local actions. Our experience is that these
outages cause the same discrepancy in area angle (usually
underestimating, but a few overestimating severity) in both the
single and double outage cases. Therefore appropriate actions
can be deduced from the single action case.
V. CONCLUSION
We combine a limited number of synchrophasor measure-
ments at the border of a suitable chosen area of the power
system to obtain an area angle that can quickly monitor the
severity of multiple outages inside the area. This capability
could help to mitigate cascading outages in the early, slower
stages of cascading. Our approach relates the area angle to the
maximum power that can be transferred through the area for
a particular bulk power transfer direction through the area.
We describe a procedure to set a meaningful emergency
threshold for the area angle after multiple outages according
to the worst case single outage. This worst case corresponds
to the N-1 criterion. Moreover, our results show that this
emergency threshold is also effective for multiple outages in
discriminating emergency cases in which line overloads are
caused. The procedure also identifies line outages associated
with local power transfer problems that can also limit the bulk
power transfer; these line outages are addressed separately by
separate monitoring and control actions.
The angle severity and thresholds are obtained by consid-
ering the bulk power transfer of power throughout the area as
limited by overloads of lines inside the area. This formulation
limits the monitoring to the limits on this bulk transfer, but
has the significant benefit that if the area angle exceeds the
threshold, then the mitigating action of reducing the transfer
is clear. This approach yields actionable information based on
synchrophasors including thresholds and actions rather than
vaguely indicating there is a problem without remedies to
resolve it.
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